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 The next
Generation of
Meme Coin.

03 They told me my
time will come.
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What is Troy
Inu ( TROY).?
TROY INU is the original MEME token for
the exclusive digital art NFT platform
TROY Nft Marketplace. The platform hosts
digital artists from all over the world and
offers its community the opportunity to
score NFTs by staking their TROY tokens.
As a utility of exchange the user can
access a swap known as TROY SWAP
which is used to print the NFT of their
choice in the future. TROY SWAP can also
be used to exchange Tokens on the
Binance Smart Chain network.



06 About 
TROY INU

TROY INU
is a MEME token that has the character of a
true invincible fighter, started out as a deep
rooted, community-led project that quickly

grew in popularity at the end of DeFi Summer
'2022. TROY INU is the place for a resurgence

in digital arts, largely in part from the
enthusiastic community that formed around

the project, educating participants in the
crypto space about NFT. The project

continues to thrive today with TROY NFT's
ORIGINAL collection and going forward taking

the work of world renowned artists and
growing a collection of exciting collections
that are rising on the platform every week.

 



TROYNOMICS
Total Supply : 100,000,000,000,000,000
 

   Buytax: 8 %
   Selltax: 8 %

Liquidity : 2 %
Development : 2 %
Marketing : 4 %
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ROADMAPS

- Website Launch
- Stealth Launch
- Audit, Whitepaper Release
- 5k Holders & 10k Telegram group members
- Marketing push
- Create social Reddit

- TroySwap Launch
- Troy NFT Marketplace Launch
- CMC,CG listing
- 10k Holders
- Influencer

- NFT Marketplace
- AMA with team
- SOL, ETH, Polygon share market
- 25k Holders
- CEX listing

ROAD MAP
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3



I'll be waiting...

What Makes TROY INU Unique?

Perhaps the most recognizable unique
feature of TROY INU is its lack of utilities
— it's purely for Holders doing classic
DeFi activities, and there's no project
behind it to provide built-in value.

However, like any meme token, its
popularity has gone viral and the
interaction will increase. Intrinsic value,
therefore, becomes a genuine
consideration for Holders.

Thus, TROY INU was developed so that
the uniqueness of TROY NFTs and TROY
tokens with utility will grow rapidly in the
future.
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Social Support

twitter.com/Troy_Inu

www.troyinu.io

support@troyinu.io


